A2Z Vehicle Pre-Purchase Inspection Service
A2Z Vehicle Check is Dublin based Mobile Vehicle Pre-Purchase Inspection Service
Replace your doubt with confidence! Give us a call on: 0879171545

This is a list of the questions you need to ask a vehicle seller before you go
to view the vehicle.
1 Are you a dealer or a private owner?
If dealer also include:
1.1 Are you a member of trade organisation SIMI?
1.2 Do you give warranty? How long is the guarantee period on the vehicle?
1.3 What does the guarantee cover?
2 Do you own the vehicle? (For private seller only, as dealers never have paperwork on their name)
3 Has the vehicle been imported? Do you know when?
4 When did you buy the vehicle?
5 Is there an outstanding finance on the vehicle?
6 How many previous owners has the vehicle had?
7 Any previous accident damage?
8 Has any bodywork been done to the vehicle by you or by others?
9 Any warning lights are staying on or not lighting up on the vehicle's instrument cluster / dashboard?
10 Has any major mechanical work been done on the vehicle by you or by others?
11 Has your car been clocked? Was the mileage changed on the odometer?
12 Has the vehicle been serviced on a regular bases? How often?
13 When was the last full service carried out on the vehicle? Can you remember a date or a millage?
14 Do you have any evidence of the service records
15 Was the timing belt changed ? Do you know when?
16 Is there an NCT test. Do you have previous certs?
17 Is there a Road Tax on the vehicle?

Conclusion on the overall condition of a vehicle is reached taking into consideration age and mileage of
a vehicle!
All components of a vehicle are assessed on the 4 levels listed below:
1. Good - almost no wear and tear, or wear is below average.
2. Fair - wear is consistent with the millage and age (average).
3. Poor - wear is above average.
4. Repair required - work needs to be carried out and parts required.
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